INSTRUCTIONS FOR 9560 "REDHEAD" RING

This Speed Ring is designed to accept the standard manufacturers safety screen assembly or standard 168mm (6 5/8") single scrim.

**CAUTION:** A SCRIM OR SAFETY SCREEN MUST BE USED WITH THIS LIGHT FIXTURE/SPEED RING COMBINATION.

**Mounting the Ring to the Redhead:**

1 - Remove the accessory holder from the Redhead.
2 - Remove one screw from three of the mounting blocks on the Speed Ring. Set the blocks 90 degrees perpendicular to the ring as shown in Photo 1.
3 - Slide the Ring over the accessory holder and set the holder into the slot on the 4th block, also shown in Photo 1.
4 - Slide the 3 remaining blocks into position, install and tighten all thumbscrews. Photo 2.
5 - Reinstall the accessory holder on the Redhead.

If you do not have an accessory holder you must use a scrim in the slot on the Ring.

---

**Parts List:**

1 - 29301000 7.3" metal Speed Ring
4 - 95602000 Mounting Blocks
8 - 95605000 10-24 x 1.25" Thumbscrews

This Ring is designed to fit: Strand Ianebeam 650/800/1000, Ianiro Varibeam 800/1000, DeSisti RC 80/100F, Cosmo RC 80/100F.